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9 Exit Strategies For Leaving A Date Quickly and Easily 
 

1. Be honest and say, “Thank you for the drink or meal. I enjoyed meeting you but I feel 
we’re not a romantic match.”  

 
2. You can arrange ahead to have a friend call you with a made up crisis about 15 

minutes into a date. 
 

3. If you’re meeting for coffee during the day, you can always say you have to get back 
to the office for a meeting. 
 

4. Don’t laugh but spilling something on your clothing is an easy and effective way 

to make a quick exit. Always order a glass of water -  just in case you need to use 

this strategy. 

 
5. You can always say you’re not feeling well. With the flu and covid as rampant as 

it is in certain seasons, most men will want to avoid you like the plague. 

 

6. Start yawning over and over again while your date is talking. Apologize then tell 

him you’ve had a long day, you’re really tired and have to get up early the next 

day so you have to cut the date short. 

 
7. Become a “Drama Queen” and start talking non-stop trash about your ex. This is 

something men can deal with in a relationship but it will make them quickly want 

to end a first date.  

 

8. Talk about how you want to be married by the end of the year. Then start 

asking a ton of personal questions as if you were interviewing him for the 

job. You come across as desperate and most guys will run when they hear 

the words-marriage on a first date.  

 

9. Talk about your psychic or astrologer you spoke with and how you always take to 

heart what they tell you. You can also mention that one of them told you how 

perfect the two of you would be together. It makes you seem like you just walked 

off the “Twilight Zone” movie set. Chances are he’ll feel uncomfortable and will exit 

quickly. 
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One of these should work for any date that isn’t working out. The only thing I urge 

is that you be nice, polite and respectful. He isn’t a bad guy. He’s just not the one 

for you. 


